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Complementing the Principle of Complementarity
Osvaldo Pessoa Jr.

I. INTRODUCINGTHE PRINCIPLE OF COMPLEMEN-
TARITY

The idea of complementarily was introduced by Niels Bohr
Xr 1927, constituting the basis of his interpretation of
quantum mechanics, which by 1935 acquired its final form.
Although there are at least th¡ee basic ty¡res of complemen-
tarity in quantum physics (besides versions in other
branches of science), the name is most often attached to the
wave-partide duality, to what may be called the "comple-
mentarity between experimental setups." Anyone with a

degree in physics has been taught that an electron may
appear either as a particle or as a wave, but never as

both simultaneously. That is the main idea behind the
principle of complementarity, whidr we will express in
the following loose form, to be refined as this paper goes

along:

Cr. A specific quantum-mechanical experiment may be
represented either in a corpuscularpicture o¡ in awavepíctwe
(never both). These pictures ¿ue complementary aspects of
experience: they are mutually exclusive,but oniy together do
they exhaust the description of the atomic object.
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2, THB WEAK YERSION OF THB WAVE-PARTICLE
DUALITY

kt us now examine a concrete quantum-medranical
ex¡leriment and see how the wave and partide aspects of
matter arise. We will choose the famous electron two-slit
experiment, which is most easily realized by means of a

setup known as an "elect¡onbiprism."(I)Abeam of electrons
is diffracted through a single slit O, and passes around a

positively charged wire (Fig. I ). The amplitudes that pass on
eadr side of the wire are deflected toward the othe¡ side.
What is observed is a nice-looking interference pattem in the
region R where the two amplitudes superpose.

In the I98Os, physicists started being able to observe the
individu al e lfects of síngle interfering photons, neutrons, and
electrons. If each individu al elect¡on that pa s se s through the
biprism is detected, how does the interference pattem
emerge? Anyone familiar with the basics of quantum
mechanics knows that the elect¡ons are detecte¿ ¿5lsçaìized
quanta (Fig. 2 ). As the "points" inthe detecting screenbuild
up, the interference pattern emerges.(2)

Is this a wave phenomenon, a particle phenomenon, or
both? Well, our first reaction might be to say that it is both,
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Figure l. The electronbiprism setup.

since there is an interference pattern (wave aspect ) together
with localized individual detection (particle aspect). This is
often considered a manifestation of wave-partide duality,{r)
so we might call it the "weak version" of the wave-particle
duality. But the defìnition of complementarity given in the
previous section asserts that for a given experiment one has
either t}re wave aspect or the partide aspect, not bothl

What would Bohr say about this? His answer would be
straightforward: the above example is a wave phenomenon.
The appearance of localized points in the detection screen is
due to another principle-not to complementarity, but to
Pl anck's q uanl u m p o s t ul at e - F or Bohr, the quantum po stulat e
is the starting point of quantum mechanics, and it asserts
that all exchanges of energy at the microscopic level take
place in discrete packets or quanta, constituting the "essen-
tial discontinuiTy" of quantum physics. One might also add
that such exchanges are always localized.

'. 
COMPLEMENTARITY OF ÐGERIMENTAL SBTI.]PS

What might be called the "strong vetsion" of the wave-
particle duality is the complementarity of experimental
setups mentioned in Section ì. Let us stateit inmoreprecise
terms by first noting that aphenomenon for Boh¡ (after I935 )

consists of the quantum object plus the experimental ar-
rangement, and, furthermo¡e, that a phenomenon consti-
tutes itself only after a macroscopic detection has been
obtained.

A phenomenon is clearly undulatory (wave-like) if it
displays some form of interference paltern.If one can infer a
lrajeclorylorThe detected quantum, thenit is surely corpuscu-
lar, according to Bohr. We may then give a more operational
characterization of the principle as follows:

Cr. A specific "phenomenon" ( quantum obj ect * experimen-
tal setup + detection) cannot at the same time show dear
interference patterns (being wave-like) and exhibit unam-
biguous trajectories (being particle-like ).

Notice that this wave-particle principle of complementarity
makes a strong empirical daim.It states thatit is impossible
to set up an experimental apparatus that exhibits bothwave

Figure 2. Buildup of an interference pattem.

and p artide a spe ct s. In li ght of "iriterme diat e" wave-partide
phenomena, to be examined later on, the adjectives "clear"
and "unambiguous" were introduced in the above statement.
What is impossible is to have at the same time interference
fringes with maximum visibility (a IOOYo undulatory phe-
nomenon) and paÍicle trajectories inferred with certainty (a
I 00% corpuscular phenomenon).

Putting intermediate phenomena aside for the moment,
we notice that the above statement leaves room for phenom-
ena that don't exhibit interference pattems and for which
one cannot infer trajectories. Still, corrrmon usage (as in
Section I ) makes reference to corpuscular phenomena even
if the trajectories could only "in principle" be determined,
although in practice they are not. In Section I l, we will
propose a darification of what this means.

Let us now exe¡cise our intuition concerning the draracter -

ization of phenomena. Consider a thought experiment in
which a single electron, at a known time, passes through a

very small aperture (of size of the order of the electron's de
Broglie wavelength)Ìocated at point O. After it passes the
aperture (Fig.3a), do wehave a corpuscularor anundulatory
phenomenon?

Although we tend to associate a wave picture with
diff¡action, the situation described above is not yet a phe-
nomenon since the electron has not yet been detected! So

suppose that a scintillation screen is inserted and the
eìect¡on is detected at point R (Fig. 3b). Is the phenomenon
undulatory?

No, it is corpuscular, because we c¿m infe¡ a straight
trajectory from O to R! In fact, Heisenberg showed how
diffraction from a point-like aperture may be explained
within a corpuscular picture by invoking the uncertainty
principle. Since the passage by the apertute may be thought
of as a measurement of position x with good resolution, a
large uncertainty in momentum p, is introduced, and that
explains why the electron canbe detected almost anywhere
in the detection screerì.

On the other hand, if a double slit was inserted and the
electron detected at R (Fig. 3c), the phenomenon would be
undulatory. This is manifested by the interference pattem
that arises after many electrons fall on the screen.
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Notice that the choice of whether to insert rhe doubÌe slit
or not may be taken after the electron passes by O. This is an
example of a " d elaye d - choi ce experiment, " mu ch explore d by
John Wheeler. The choice of whether the phenomenon will
be wave-like or partide-like may be delayed to an instant
after the electron passes the first slit.

4. RETRODICTION
In a corpuscularphenomenon such as the one describedin

Fig. 3b, does the elecfronreally follow a straight pathfrom O

to R? The ¿mswer given to this question will depend on the
interpretation of quantum mectranics that one adopts. The
inference that has beenmade concerning the behavior of the
electron in the past is called retrodíction, or more specifically,
"retrodiction to paths." Some interpretations make use of
retrodiction" others don't. CorpuscuLar views (induding the
ensemble interpretation) tend to accept it, while wave
interpretations don't. Dualist interpretations such as de
Broglie's or Bohm's postulate real trajectories, but these
aren't necessarily the dassical-like straight paths usually
conceived with retrodiction.

Within the more orthodox interpretations, Bohr and
Wheeler implicitly accept retrodictjon to paths when they
speak of corpuscular phenomena, but both Bohr and
Heisenberg stress that retrodictionis aninterpretative move,
which leads to no contradictions but which is "of a purely
speculative character." ( a)

One consequence of retrodiction to paths is that precise
vaìues for position and momentum may be ascribed to a
partide in the past. In Fig. 3b, precise knowledge of the
times at which the partide passed by O and fell on R allows
an exact determination of its momentum vector, assuming
that it propagated with constant velocity between O and R.

Therefore, after the experiment is ovet, one may attribute
weII- defined position and momentum to the electron for the
(past ) instant of time right after the partide passed by O, in
opposition to the restriction imposed by the uncertainty
principle on present values of these observables.

Retrodiction to paths does not lead to the inference of a
definite trajectory in the case of wave-like phenomena. as is
illustrated in Fig. 3c. In Section 15, we will refine the
defirrition of retrodiction in order to improve our character-
ization of complementarity. A philosophicaJ. exploration of
Bohr's three types of complementarity is given in the
Appendix.

5. DOTJBLE.SLIT ÐPERIMENTAND MEASUREMENT
OF TRAJECTORY

Iet us now conside¡ the double-slit thought ex¡leriment
for a single quantum (electror¡ photon, neutron, kaon, etc. ),
idealizing the concrete experiment examined in Secfion 2. Iet
us write out how the quantum-medranical formalism describes
tlre interference that is seen in this wave phenomerron

The wave-function y(r) that desc¡ibes the state of a single
electron after passing through the open slits (Fig. 4 without
detector D) may be written in a simplified fo¡m as

v(r)= J' W/A(r)+VB(r)l (t)

To compute the probability Prob(R) of detecting the electron
at point R on the screerr" one should square the value of the
wave-function at that point (in what follows, 14, should be
read as lzr(R), etc. ):

(21

The term inV" * ViWnis the interference terrrl which oscil-
lates as R is varied.

Consider now the well-loown variation in whidr one
measures by which slit the quantum passes, with as little
disturbance as possible. This may be done by inserting, after
sLit,4, a detector D that does not absorb the partide (Fig. 4).
It is an experimental fact that no interference pattern
appears in the screen after many partides pass. This is
readily accounted for by the principle of complementarity: if
the partide is detected at,4, one may infer by retrodiction
the trajectory OAR, and that predudes the obse¡vation of an
interference pattern.

ó. DOIJBLE-SLIT HPERIMENTWITH CORRELI\TED
PARTICLES

Letus now consider the following modificationin the two-
slit experiment. Instead of simplyhaving onepartide fall on
the slits, suppose that this single partide is correlated wifn'
another partide. For example, suppose that a positron and
an electron (with zero total. momentum) annihilate at a
certainpoint, generati-ng apair of photons. The state of this
pair should be desc¡ibed as spherical waves in such away
that if one particle of the pair was detected at slit,4 of Fig. 5,

the other one wouLd necessarily have the opposite momen-
tum, heading in the directiond. Analogously, a photon at B
would be co¡¡elated with the other at Xr. The question now
is: will there be an interference pattern at the screen (for an
assembly of identically prepared partide pairs )? (The reader
who is not familiar with this setup should try to answer this
question before proceeding ! )

The answer is that there is zo interference pattem. This
can be deduced direct\ from the quantum-mechanical
formalism. Consider the system selected by having one of the
photons pass tlrough the slits. The state may be r¡zritten as

wvt=ftiv 1 (r).1 xo ) + v n (r't'lX )1. (3)

Here we are using a notation that mixes wave-functions

Vt(R), Vn(Rl, which refer to one partide, and state vectors

lxo), lxr), which refe¡ to the other partide. The mentioned

Èob(R) = I ø (R) Î = ), l,t, nl' +lv ol' + w )v o + v aty ¿l
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Figure 3. Different setups involving diffraction of an electron
through a point-like aperture.

state vectors are orthogonal: (XolX) : 0. The probability of
detecfing a photon at point R of the sqeen is

Prob(R)=lwßll'

= lrlw^l' (xolxo)+ lw"l'(xrlxrl

B

Figure 4. The interfe¡ence pattern (dashed lines ) for the two-
slit experiment disappears (full lines ) with the insertion of
a detector at one of the slits.

víolate macroscopic locality: a change of apparatus on the Moon
car¡rot instantaneously affect the statistics of outcomes here
on Earth (we will return to this in Section I I ). Therefore,
even if nobody measures the position of the partides
heading away from the slits, the phenomenon lemajns
corpuscular, and no interference pattern will be seenin the
screen.

7. E)PLIUMNGCOMPLEMENTARITYBYMEANSOF
A DISTI.JRBANCE

We have seen how the principle of complementaritymay
be used to predict the qualitative behavior of experiments on
quantum systems. But is it really a "principle," to be ac-
cepted dogmatically just because it heþs us understand the
outcome of experìments, or cân it be justified in a more
enlightening manner? Let us consider three dasses of
explanations for the complementarity of experimental
arrangemerils. TWo of them consider thLe disturbance on the
quantum object arising ftom its interaction with the macro-
scopic apparatus. The third one will be postponed to the next
section.

(i) Collapse ofthe slatevector.Consider awaveinterpretation
for quantum medranics inWhidr the wave-functionis
talen to be an "objective" entity that evolves continu-
ously until a measurement is performe d on the system"
leading to an instantaneous collapse of the wave-
function to an eigenstate of the observable being
measured. With such a view, it is easy to understand
whythemeasurement at the slits inFig.4 destroys the
inte¡ference pattern. The initial state after passage by
the slits (I )is reduced to r¿r(R) or to ¡ø"(R), depending
on whether the detector placed after slit á is triggerecl
or not (assuming detectors with 100% efficiency), and
it is clear that each of these ¡educed states by itself
does not exhibit interference.

(4)
+ V;V u 6 ol Xr) + V 

"V 
o(X rl X ùl

)Í,lvol'*lw"l'1.

The interference terms vanish due to the orthogonality of
lxJ and lx,)l

The absence of interference may also be understood by
meens of the principle of complementarity. It is possible to
measure the position of the photon heading away from the
slits (to the left in Fig. 5). This measurement would indicate
whether the other photon passed through the slits, and if it
did, through which one (since total momentum j.s con-
sewed). We would therefo¡e be able to in_fer its trajectory,
and the phenomenon would be corpuscular. By the principle
of complementarity, no interference cân be seen in this
setup.

The argument in the last paragraph needs refinement.
What happens if nobody measures the position of the
particle heading away from the slitsZ Would that render the
phenomenonwave-like? Inthis case, wouLd the insertion of
a faraway detector modify the phenomenon, accotding to
Boh¡'s definition? No, that cannot happenbecause it would
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lxo)

Figure 5. For a correlated pair of photons, will there be an
interference pattern at the detecting screen?

The limitation of this approach is that coìlapse is orùy
a sufficient condition for the washing out of interfer-
ence, not a necessary one. This was suggested in
Section ó, where the measwement of the second
particle's position was irrelevant for the destruction of
the interference pattern of the first particle. We will
return to this point in Section 8.

(ii) Decoherence by random phases, or involving lhe uncertainty
principle.In the 1927 Solvay Congress, Boh¡'s concep-
tion was challenged by Einstein, with the famous
proposaì of measuring the path of the electron by
means of an analysis of the momentum of the plate
containing the slits. Bohr(5) was able to rebut the
challenge by considering that the plate is also restricted
by the unceÍainty ¡elations: if its momentum was
measured with excel.lent resolution (from which one
could infer throughwhich slit the particle passed ), the
position of the sìits would be uncertain, and that would
wash out the interference pattem. The uncertainty prin-
ciple therefore canbe used to explain complementarity, in
this and in other setups, as we will mention later on.

An explanation that is essentially the same as the
application of the uncertainty principle to the appara-
tus was used by Feynman and Bohm(6) to describe the
effects of a measurement on the wave-function. The
idea is that any nondestructive measurement alters in
a random way the phase of the wave component
interacting with the detector. The two amplitudes
passing through slits.4 and B are initially coherent, but
if a detectorinteracts with the component at slitÁ (Fig.
4), then the randomphase that is passed to the ampli-
tude at ,4 results in a mutual "decoherence" of the
components. This leads to a washing out of the inter-
ference pattern.

Notice that explanation (ü) does not require a state
collapse.It explains decoherence (loss of interference)in an

adequate way, although it cannot explain why an electron is
detected in one spot on the screen and not another (to
describe this, one may, according to the interpretation
adopted, use either state colìapse, the quantumpostulate, or
the existence of a particle).

8. EXPLANATION BY MEANS OF THB ORTHOGON.
ALITY OF THB APPA'RATUS'S STATBS

A third kind of explanation accormts for decoherence in a

formal way, without explicit mention of the disturbance of
the apparatus upon the quantum object.

(ttrl Orthogonality of the apparatus's states. In the thought
experiment presented in Fig. 5, the disappearance of
the interference terms (4) arose directly from the
quantum-mechanical formalism. Tuming to Fig. 4, if
we consider that the final state of t};Le detector after
measuring the passage of a partide is orthogonal to its
initial state, then these states of the detector play
analogous roles to lx) ana lXr) in (3) and (a). The
quantum-me chanical formalism account s for d ecohe -

rence and explains complementarity in a natural way.

This idea was introduced by Scully and coworkers,(7) who
suggested the following realization of the two-slit experi-
ment, involving rubidium atoms ( Fig. ó ). The beam of atoms
passes through two slits, is collimated, and then absorbs a

quantum of light from a laser beam, making a transition to
the excited slafe 6)pr,r. Each of the components of this
atomic beam enters into a "micromaser cavlty," where the
probability of emitting a photon (and refurning to the initial
ground state ) is dose to l. The components then leave the
cavities and are allowed to spread out in space, falling on a

detection screen. If the laser beam (or, aìternatively, the
micromaser cavity) is turned off, one observes interference,
but if the laser beam is on, the inte¡ference disappears. This
is easily explained (by means of (a)) by considering that if
the atom passes through slit ¿, a photon will be present in
cavity,4 (even if it is not actually detected), and none in B,
and this state I I), I 0), (analogous to lx) ) will be orthogonal
to the state | 0)/ | l)u with a photon in cavity B and none in,4
(analogous to lxr)).

The elegance and simplicity of explanation (üi), together
with a calculation of the negligible uncertainty imparted
"locally" by a micromaser cavity onthe atom, has led Scully
and cowo¡kers to claim that complementarity would be
ensured even if the uncertainty principle (explanation (ü))
did not play a role: complementaritywould be more fr¡ncla-
mental than the uncertainty principlel This bold assertion
has led to an important and still ongoing debate, but the
daim seems to be only partially correct. It has been argued
that the cavities do transfe¡ a random "momentumkid<" of
a certain nonlocal natttte.(8) A question that remains is why
an explanation involving disturbances (ü) is equivalent to a
formal explanation (üi) not involving any explicit distur-
bances.
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Figure 6. Atomic interference with micromaser cavities.

9. AN ADDITIONALPUZZ.LE
Let us examine one more experimental pttzzJe, this time

involving neutron interferometry. Experiments with neutron
interferometry are impoÍant because they allow one to
monitor the spin state of individual neutrons. In Fig. 7, a
beam of neutrons (coming in from the left side) initially
polarized in the spin eigenst al.e rz is diffracted by the fust
"ea{' 0L a si-licon monocrystaì, resulting in two component
beams. Each of these falls on the second ear, resulting in
four amplitudes. Two of these are lost, and two are recom-
bined in the thi¡d ear. One of these components, however,
has its spin state flipped to -zby a radio frequency (rf) coil C'

Interference is observed upon detectionby slowlyvarying the
phase or path length of one of the components.

The problem is the following. The experimental procedure
that flips the spin state of a neutron involves the transfer of
an rf photon if the neutron in fact passes through the coil. If
the neutron does not pass through C, no photon is trans-
ferred. However, this difference involving one rf photon
might inprinciple be detected in coil C. If this were possible,
one would have interference together with knowledge of
trajectory, vioìating rhe principle of complementarity! What
is the solution to this problem?

A simple explanation(e) is that the state of the field in the
rf coil is a "coherent state," one that is an eigenstate of the
(non-Hermitian) annihilation operator. That would mean
that the loss of a photon would leave the systemin the same
statel One therefore cannot infer whether the neutronpassed
through the coil or not merely by examining the state of the
coil. An explanation in terms of the uncertainty principle
between phase and particle number may also be given.(r0)

+z

Figure 7. Neutron interferometry with a spin flipper'

Coherent states are important for defining the transition
to classical systems, as noted byGlauber.{rr) Whenahot wire
emits an electron, whidrpasses by a small aperture in a wall,
and this electron then exhibits interference, it is important
that it not be in an entangled state with the hot wi¡e or with
the wall. This is ensured in the simplest way by assuming
that these macroscopic systems are adequately described by
coherent states.

rO. E)PLORING THE MACH-ZEHNDBR INTER.
FEROMETER

I,et us now consider the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(Fig. S), whidr we wiìl use in Sections 14 and 19 to analyze

"intermediate phenomena." Abeam of light is divided into
two components at a beam splitter S' whictr rrye assume

to have the same transmission and reflection coefficients

f -- n' : U2 (iîother words, half of the beam is transmit-
ted, half is reflected). Each component is thenreflectedby a

mirror and falls on another beam splitter S' Assuming for
simplicity that the paths followed by each component
(which we will call Á and B) are exactly equal and that the
beam splitters and mi¡rors are perfectly aligned, what wiìl
happen after passage through s2? Within dassical wave
mechanics, we may think of the beam as a continuous wave,

and consider(r2) that a lossless symmetric beam splitter
always introduces a phase lag between the ¡eflected and the
transmitted components of a quarter of a cycle, i."., ft*. -
(Py1^n".: n/2.llis then str
components that head to
while those that head to D, interfere constructiveþ. All of
the incident beam, therefore, will be detected at Dr and

nothing will fall or:,Dr.
The quantum regime may be attained by lowering the

intensity of the beam so that only a few quanta enter the
interferometer at a time, and byreplacing thepotentiometer
detectors by photomultipliers or by equivalent solid-state
devices that can singìe out individual photons' In this
re gime, only D, will re gis ter count s, nothing being re gistere d

at D, (except occasional background noise).
The phenomenon depicted in Fig. 8 is dearly undulatory.

An interference pattern may be obtained by inserting a

phase shifterllinpath, , and slowlyvarying this phase shift

Ir )o
+z

I
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Figure 8. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

/ in time. One obtains a typical cos2/ variation of the
intensity in both detectors (strictly speaking, of course, if
there is a cos2þ va¡iation in one detector, there will be a
sin2/variation in the other).

If one removes beam splitter S' one may inÏer the path of
the photon after it is detected. If it falls on D' the path
followed is B, if on D, then the ¡etrodicted path is -4. The
phenomenon now is cìearly corpuscular. The choice of
removing or inserting S, may be delayed to a moment after
the photon has passed through S,.

Let us now introduce polarizers into the interferometer(13)
(Fig. 9 ). Consider that the beam of light arrives at S, already
linearly polarized along 45' (to improve the visibility of
interference effects ). A 0" polarizer is inserted in path/, and
a 90o one in path B. What kind of phenomenon do we now
have?

Reasoning within classical wave mechanics (which is
adequate in this experiment, since each photon is not
correlated with others), it is easy to see that waves oscillat-
ing in orthogonal directions cannot interfere destructively or
constructively (in the sense of increasing the amplitude of
oscilìation along one of these directions). No interfe¡ence
occurs. In fact, if a phase shifter is introduced anywhere in
pathz4 and the phase shift /is slowly varied with time, no
variation of intensity will be measu¡ed at the detectors. The
lack of interference suggests, according to the principle of
complementarity, that the phenomenon should be corpuscu-
la¡. But in the quantum regime, if a photon is detected at D,,
can we infer what path was followed? No. So in what sense
is the phenomenon corpuscular? The explanation usually
given is that "in principle" one couLd determine the path
because the photon carries "which-path" information by

4f s1 e A
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Figure 9. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a pair of
orthogonal poìarizers.

means of its state of polarization. Letus refine this statement
in the following section.

II.MODIFICATIONS THATPRESERYE THE TYPE OF
PHENOMENON

In Section 3, the complementarity of experimental ar-
rangements was stated as the impossibility of having both
interference pattems and retrodicted trajectories. This
characterization allows for phenomena that don't exhibit
interference and for which one cannot infer the trajectories
of detected quanta. Still, these phenomena are readily
classified into differen| types, i.e., as corpuscular or undula-
tory, according to what the scientist "in principÌe" could do-
But what kinds of modifications can the scientist make in
the apparatus that do not c}:ange the type of phenomenon?

Wewill suggest four classes ofmodifìcations that presewe
the type of phenomenon. Others might have to be added to
the list.

(i ) Replacemenl of a detector by an analyzer followed by an array
of detectors. Suppose that detectorD, of Fig. gis replaced
by a polarization analyzer (a bi-refringmt prism) P, and
two detectors D, and D' and that an analogous rqilace-
ment Ís made for the other detector (see Fig. I0). (Such
anaÌyzers spatially separate an incident beam into two
components, one having polarization along 0'and the
other along 90'; each ofthe inserted detectors is placed
to measure each of the components.) Then clearly the
phenomenon is corpuscul.ar. If a photon falls on
detector D, of Fig. 10, one may infer that it followed
path 8, because its measured polarization is 90'. That
is what Boh¡'s orthodox interpretation stipulates (not
aÌl interpretations will agree withit), and no inconsis-
tencies arise from this stipulation.

90"

B

900

D1
D2

D2

LASER
LASER
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Fi gure I 0. Modification of the Ma ch-Zehnd er interferomet er
with polarizets that preserves the type of phenomenon.

Our proposal is that the transformation from the
setup in Fig. 9 to that in Fig. l0 does nor modify the
type of phenomenon. Since the latter is clearly corpus-
cular, then the former also is, according to the pro-
posed rule.

(ii ) Modification of a piece of apparatus that only interacts with
other particles. Special relativity applied to quantum
mechanics imposes that nothing that is done in a

faraway location can instantly affect t}re statistics ol
experimental outcomes in a laboratory. We will thus
adopt the rule that a modification of a piece of appara-
tus at a distance cannot affect the type ãf phenoroì.lort
obse¡ved in a laboratory. In Section ó, this rule was
used togetherwith complementarity to showthatif the
particles used in a double-slit experiment a¡e correlated
with anothel system, no interference pattem will
appear for these particles, even if the faraway system is
never measured. If the faraway system was measured,
then one wouìd have information about the path of
eachparticlein the laboratory, so that complementarity
would prohibit inte¡ference. Since, according to the
rule proposed here, no modification at a distance can
affect the type of phenomenon in the lab, then the
phenomenon is corpuscular even if no actual informa-
tion is obtained about the path of the particles.

This macroscopic locality rule may be strengthened
to any situation involving pairs of correlated partides.
One could simply state that no modification of the
apparatus that affects onlythe faraway system (be it

s1

D3

M2

Figure I I . The Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a chopper.

space-like separated or not) can change the type of
phenomenon in the lab.

(ä) Simultaneous measurement of a "classical" syslem. Considet
a version of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer in which
a mechanical chopper (a rapidly rotating toothed
wheel¡is inserted afte¡ the first beam splitter (Fig. I I ).
When the chopper lets through beam,4, iÎ blocks beam
Ë, and vice versa. Is this a partide or a wave phenome-
non?

Intuitively it is easy to see that no interference wiìl
occur since whenever one component ar¡ives at S, the
other is absent. But if a photon atrives at one of the
detectors, the observer does not know which path was
taken. Still, the phenomenon is corpuscular. One way
to justify this is to consider that a simultaneous mea-
surement of the angular position of the chopper may be
performed without disturbing the quantum system. Fot
example, a beam of light fa[ing on a potentiometer D,
maybe used: the periodic blocking of this beamby the
chopper is directly registered as a periodic absence of
signal in the potentiometer. With this information, it
is easy for the scientist to infer the path taken by a
particular photon. We say that the measu¡ement is
performed on a "classical" object because it does not
affect the outcome of the quantum measu¡ement, in
the interferometer. Sudr a cha¡acterization is basically
circular, but let us not delve into the diffìcult question
of defining the borderline between quantum and
classical (it might help to think of a dassical object
simplistically as a quantum systemin a coherent state,
as presented in Section 9).
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Complementing the Principle of Complementarity

The phenomenon is the same, whether the measure-
ment on the classicaì chopper is performed or not
(according to this third proposed rule). Since one may
infer trajectories by performing the measurement on
the classical object, then the phenomenon without
such measurement is also corpuscular.

(iv) Insertion or variation ofaphase shifler. In the discussion of
Fig. 8, it was mentioned that a variation of the phase
shift /in one of the arms of the interferometer lead s to
typical cos2r/ and sin2l variations in the respective
counting rates of the detectors. This is the signature of
a wave phenomenon, but there is a problem here:
strictly speaking, each setting of the phase shifter
corresponds to a different phenomenon. This is a

curious situation: to show that a certain phenomenon
(say with Ó : O) is undulatory, one must ctrange the
phenomenon, This strategy can only work if all the
phenomena obtained by varying the phase shift are of
the same type. This in fact seems to be the case: the
variation of the phase of any component does not
modify the type of phenomenon.

These four rules seem suffiqient for strengthening the
principle of complementarity of experimental setups pre-
sented in Section 3. We may now state it as follows:

Cr. A spe cific "phenomenon" either shows cle ar interference
patterns (or shows them through a phenomenon-type
preserving modifìcation)-being wave-like----or exhibits
unambiguous trajectories (or exhibits them after a phenom-
enon- type pre s erving mo dification )-being particle -like.

As previously indicated, this characterization must still be
refined to account for intermediate phenomena.

Iz.THE NATI.JRE OF THE APPARATUS IS IRRELE.
VANT IN JTJDGING THE PHENOMENON

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer working in the quan-
tum regime constitutes a wave phenomenon. The insertion
of orthogonal polarizers in the arms of the interferometer
renders the phenomenon corpuscuÌar. What if now a pair of
polarizers oriented at 45' are inserted in paths Á and B, after
the orthogonal ones (Fig. l2a )?Thinking interms of dassical
wave physics, the amplitudes that pass through the polar-
izers will be os cillating in the same di¡ection when they meet
at S' and since their coherence is maintained, there will be
constructive superposition of the amplitudes heading to D,,
and destructive superposition of those heading to Dr. The
phenomenon is undulatory.

In fact, one could test this by inserting a phase shifter in
pafhA, as previously indicated. The variation of /would lead
to a cos2lvariation of the counting rate at a detector (and to
a sin2þ variation at the other). An alternative test may be
readily realized in a simple didactic Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer, in which the beams are slightly divergent and the
mirrors imperfectly aligned. If thephenomenonis undula-

Figure l2 . Insertion of polarizers at 45' in the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer with orthogonal polarizers.

tory, students can observe an interfe¡ence pattern if screens
are substituted for the detectors. For corpuscular phenom-
ena, the pattem disappears.

What if the polarizers are inserted after S, (Fig. l2b)? The
situation right after S, is the same as that in Fig. 9. Reason-
ing according to classical wave mechanics, the component
heading toward polarizer F, and detector D, tums out to
have ì.inear polarization at 45o, while the one heading toward
Fn and D, is polarized at 135'. When these amplitudes readr
polarizers oriented al 45" , the fust will be totally transmitted
while the second will be completelyblocked. What arrives at
the detectors is the same as in the previous case of Fig. l2a.
If a phase shifter inserted in one of the paths is va¡ied, the
typical cos2þvarialion of the counting rate at each of the
detectors is measu¡ed. The behavior of the system, as far as

experimental outcomes are concerned-regardless of the
nature of the components inserted in the apparatus-is
undulatory.
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This example illuminates a recent discussion in the
literature on complementarity. Consider a photon "anti-
correlation" experiment (Fig. I 3a ) in which a single photon
passes through a beam splitter S, and falls either in detector
D, or in D' The phenomenon is clearly corpuscular. Ghose et

al.(la) consider a variation of this setup in which the beam
spìitter is replaced by a total internal reflection prism RP

(Fig. l3b).Their argument is as follows. Since trajectories are

known, the phenomenon should be corpuscula¡, but the
quantum tunneling effect that takes place between the
prisms and allows light to reach detector D, is essentially a

wave effect, so that we would needboth a partide and a wave
picture to understand the experimenl. This would be
"i¡reconcilable with the usual formulation of the comple-
mentarity principlg."( la)

The main problem with this argument is that it mixes a

realist view of what is going on before detection ("tunneling
is an essentially undulatory effect") with the more oper-
a tionali s t spirit involve d in the principle of complement arity.
The complement arity of experiment al arr ¿mgement s refer s t o

detections of quanta and to the possibility of retrodicting
trajectories; it refers to "phenomena" (in Boh¡'s sense), not
to the nature or underlyingmechanisms of the experimental
components. I am not denying that the complementarity
interpretation of Bohr might someday be consensually
dropped infavor of a realist interpretation of quantum
mechanics. The point is that Ghose et al.'s argument is

irrelevant within the positivistic framework of complemen-
tarily. (Another argument may be given against their specific
proposal: it is possible to elaborate a corpuscular view of
tunneling, assuming that the enetgy of the particle can

fluctuate to values above the ba¡rier's potential, within the
small time intervals allowed by the principle of uncer-
tainty.(r5)) Both phenomena in Fig. l3 are corpuscular.

If the natu¡e of the apparatus's components is ir¡elevant
for judging the type of phenomenon, then what is relevant?
What is relevant is the temporal evolution of the quantum
object (represented by its state) and the settings of the
detectors that are actually triggered (represented by the
"observable').We show elsewhere(lu) that it is possible to
alter the tlpe of phenomenon without in any way affecting
the quantum-mechanical st ate.

IS."PHENOMENON" REFERS TO AN INDIVIDUAL
QUANTUM

Conside¡ now a sìight modification of the setup of Fig.
t2b. Suppose that polarizer Fn was rotated from 45o to 0'.
Now if a photon is detected af D,we can infer its trajectory
(it came necessarily through path/), so it corresponds to a

corpuscular phenomenon. If it is detected at D' thephenom-
enonis undulatory, as before (rule (ü) of Section I I could be
applied here). We therefore condude that a phenomenon
does not depend only on the nature of the quantum object
and experimental setup, but also on where the individual
quantum is detected.

S1 A
.,'4ft"

D1
(a)

D2

RP
A

.,,4ft"

D1
(b)

Figure I 3. (a ) Anticorrelation experiment; (b ) Ghose et al.'s
ve¡sion with tunneling.

14. INTERMEDIATB PHENOMENA BETWBEN WAVE
AND PARTICLE

What if now the polarizers F, and Fn of Fig' l2b were
rotated to intermediate angles between 0o (corresponding to
a wave phenomenon) and 45" (corresponding to a corpuscu-
lar phenomenon), as in Fig. 14? We would have a truly
intermediate phenomenon, between wave and particlel The

interference pattem (obtained either by varying /or for a

slightly divergent beam with misaligned mirrors) would
have a "visibility" between O (no pattern) and I (perfectly
crisp pattern).

Such a possibilitywas onlypointed out in the literature in
¡979t(ttl It seems certain that Bohr never thought of it, in
spite of its conceptual simplicity. At fi¡st sight, intermediate
phenomena appeil as a problem for the principle of
complementarity, which states that wave and partide are

mutually exclusive aspects of our description of the world.
The existence of intermediate phenomena shows that these
aspects may be superposed in some sense, so they a¡e not
really "mutually exclusive."

However, given an intermediary phenomenon, there is
always a compìementary phenomenon that is mutually
exclusive to it. For example, the phenomenon in Fig. 14,
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Figure 14. Intermediate phenomenon with polarizers.

which may be characterized as being 50% corpuscular and
50% undulalory, is mulually exclusive to the one obtained
by setting F, lo 67 .5" and Fn to | 57 -5" . For other intermediary
phenomena, obtained with other angles of polarization,
how can one find the complementary phenomeron?
What does it mean for two phenomena to be mutually exdu-
sive? What is the connection betweenphenomena and observ-
ables? These questions will be addressed after a mathemati-
cal definition of ¡etrodiction is given in the following section.

15. RETRODICTION TO PATHS
Let us now analyze a little more in depth the assumption

of retrodiction and how it may be used to define complemen-
tary setups.

As our case study, we will consider a Mach-Zehnde¡
interferometer inwhich one may vary the transmission and
reflection amplitudes of beam splitter Sr, and also the
relative phase /between the component beams. The situa-
tion is depicted in Fig. t5. The incoming beam at tirne fo is
represented by a generic state vector I ro). After beam splitter
S' at time f,, the transmitted component is2-ralro),which
indicates that the position of the beam is along path,4. The
¡eflected component is i1z-ttz¡ lrr), where the phase f is due
to the quarter-wave advance of the reflected component in
relation to the transmitted one, valid for lossless symmetric
beam splitters.(12) The state at time f , is therefore

o A

H

D1

Fi gure I 5. Mach-Zehnd er interferometer with pha s e shifter
and beam splitter s2 with variable transmittance.

delay y'c. The system then interacts with beam splitter S,
which has a transmission amplitude given by T and a

reflection coefficient R. These amplitudes are taken to be real
numbers, with ?¿ * R2 : l. The state at time t, right before
detection becomes

f. t1

B

t2

ts

B

E

D2

FD2

lvlt)) = --¡;t,* neii¡lru¡r ftF 
il- R)l¡"), (ó)

where E is the path leading to detector D, and F to Dr.
The evolution from the state at time f , (5) to thlrt at time

f, (ó) is described by a unitary evolution operator Ur,öU,t),
which depends on the values chosen lor T, Q. The explicit
expression for this Ur,r(t, trl is

Û r,, 1t r, t r¡ = re¡ ú 
lr r X¡ ol+ rRl ro [r" | + rR ei t lr u¡Q nl + Tlru )Ç 

"1. 
(7 |

Its inverse may be readily calcuìated:

lwutt) =þV^>*¡tr">. (5)

Each component beam is then reflected at the mirrors
(whichintroduce the same phase delays ), while beamá also
passes through a phase shifter I/, which introduces a phase

ûi'ñr,tr],

= re- ¡ ) 
lr ¡l î rl - rnl ro ) ( ro 

| - ine- iç 
lr n) þul+ Tlr ol Qul

(8)

Iet us now adopt a convention to simplify the notation
conceming retrodiction. If a pholon is for sure in pathÁ, we
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may associate with this event the state lrr). Inwhat follows,
we will refer to I rr) as A, so that the superposition of (5 ) can

be written as 2-Lt2A + i12-tr2¡8.
First we will consider the corpuscular phenomenon,

obtained by fixing I: I (and consequently R : 0), which is

equivalent to the removal of beam splitter S, (for simplicity'
also assume Ö= Ol.If a detection occurs at Dr, what is the
probability that the photon took pathA?

Before answering this simple question, it is important to
notice that we are implicitly assuming that at time fo the
state of the system was lro), which we will abbreviate by O'

The question we are asking, therefore, is what is the value of
¡he conditional probabilily Frob(A lotD), i.e., the probability
that the state of the system at time f I was,4 given that the
state at /o was O and that the photon was detected inDr?

We know that if the photon is located for su¡e in path A,

it witl fall on D2 and that if it is located in path B, it will fatl
on D,. It is clea¡ therefore that if the photon arrived al D r, il
must have come through B:

as in the case of the corpuscular phenomenon' This phenom-

enonis also clearly undulatory, since it can be seen to satisfy

the probabilities of (10).
So far, we have been considering retrodiction to the set of

states {.4, B}, where ,4 and B are states with well-defined
position, orpaths. If retrodiction to paths furnishes the value

I fot on" path (9), then the phenomenonis corpuscular' If
retrodiction to paths furnishes the same probability for aìl

paths, then the phenomenonis undulatory- Inmore general

terms, for a certain detector D, initial state O, referring to a
certain time I and to a set of paths {{}, where i = I to N, the

phenomenon ís cotpusculmiff Prob[at'l oE.D) : d¡ for I < k <-¡ü'

ihe phenomenon is undulatory iff Prob(/¡l oEDl -- l/N for

"v"ty 
f. Other cases constilute intermediary tlpes of phe-

nomena,

Ió. RETRODICTION WITH CERTAINTY
So far we have been able to define corpuscular and

undulatory phenomena in terms of retrodiction to paths'But

to accounl fo¡ the existence of complementary pairs of
intermedia
any basis
states -i(
the same
B. If we calculate the posterior probabilities for the three

setups considered in the previous section, we obtain

r:1, ø=ù.
Probl,4loalr¡ = o,

Prob(BloeDr):1.

Retrodictionmaybe defined as the calculationof the above

set of conditional probabilities. In more general terms, given

a specific experimental setup with initial state O, retrodiction

is defined as the set oî conditional probabilities

{nob(X; I Os.Dl\, for a certain detector D, referring to a set of
states {X¡} (which in the above example corresponds to a set

of paths ) at a certain time l.
Now consider the undulatory phenomenon examined in

Section I O, in which T = R = 2- u2 úrd Ô : o (Fig. 8 )' In this
case, if the wave-function associated with the photon was -A

at time l' it would have a probability l/2 of arriving at Dr; if
it was B, the probability of arrival in D, would also be l/2.
Since these probabilities are the same and there are no other

alternatives at time l' we have

Y*a(rte+ 
ÈBlotD,)=+,

P-b[È/ - 6uto*o,)=à,

r-u(;ie+f4o"r,) = t,

P-b(åd- 
¡ntoar)=0.

(e)

(10)

T =1, i =o:

I
Jz'

T_ l=0:

(ll)

(r2)

T: , i-o:J'
Prcb(Aloeor)=;,

Prob(BloeD,)=;.

I

The "posteriorprobabilities" of (I0) define a dearundula-
toryphenomena as , referringtotime
f , and to the set of o¡ds, no "whictr-
path" information of Phenomenon'
In contrast to that, (9) corresponds to an unambiguous

corpus cular phenomenon.
C]onsider now the case in which T = R - 2-ttz as above,

but 4! : ¡rl2. A b¡ief inspection is enough to convince us that
the counting rates in detectors Dr and Drate the same, just

For the setup with T - 2-r/2 arrd ø = 7î/2' the probabilities

obtained arcl/2 and 12.
Equation (12) expresses animportant concept, whidrwe

øUì¿ "retrodicted state with probability 1," or simply

'fetrodicted state with certainty." For the phenomenonwith
T - 2-t¡z arrd Ö: O, if a photon is detected in Dl, then.the

retrodicted state with certainty at time lris -i12-ttzl| + 2-rtz3'

What this me¿ms is that if the state at time tris orthogonøIto

-ilZ-r2O + 2-rt2B, then there is probability 0 of detection at

D' With this concept we have obtained a different criterion
foi characterizing the phenomenon as undulatory' The

retrodicted state with certainty for this setup, referring to

6L



Complementing the Principle of Complementaritf

detector D,, is a superposition wilh equal weighls of the
eigenstates.4 and B of well-defined position. This justifies
calling this phenomenon undulatory.

Griffiths(18) has developed a general formalism for calcu-
lating retrodiction in his "consistent histories" approach to
quantum mechanics. Simplifying his analysis, we have
arrived at the following rules for Iinding the retrodicted state
with certainty for a detector such as D,.

(i) Apply theinverseevolutionoperatorÛr,r-'(t,f ,) (8) to the
eigenstatelr")1tr¡ assosiated with the detector D,,
obtaining a sum of amplitudes of the following form at
time /,: Eilr,)(tr).

(ii) Multþly each amplitude lr)(1,) in the sum by

|(rolur,r-|1t' tol|r),which amounts to the application
of the inve¡se evolution operator Ur,ô-tltv /o) to the
initial time lo followed by taking the absolute value of
the scala¡ product with the initial state o.

(üi) Normalize the resulting sum to obtain the retrodicted
state with certainty associated with Dr.

For the setups associated with Fig. 15, steps 2 andS canbe
omitted, since they do not affect the final result. To illustrate
this procedure, consider now the phenomenon withT = 2-t¡z

and þ - rl2. For D' what is the retrodicted state with
cerlainty? Applying Ùr,r-t (t,1, ) to lru), one obtains 2-u2A +
2-tt2B. For this phenomenon, we may vwite

for two phenomena to be complementary? It is sometimes
stated that complementary phenomena correspond to
incompatible observables. In this case, to what observables
do the wave and particle phenomena in the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer coûespond? It is not the observables being
directly measured at the detectors. The observables we are

looking for wilì be those obtained, after the quanta are

detected, by "retrodiction with certainty" to a certain instant
in the past.

We have up to now examined th¡ee different phenomena.
The corresponding retrodictions with certainty are indicated
in (9), (12 ), and (13). Eachhas fu¡nished a different basis of
vectors spanning the two-dimensional Hilbert space. The
corpuscuÌar phenomenon with T : I and Q: O fu¡nished
the paths {A, B}. The wave phenomenon with T - 2-u2 úrd
ó : o furnished the basis {-ilz-'ttn + 2-tt2B, 2-rnA -
i?-rt2Þ]t, while that with T : )-r/2 arrd ó: ¡r2 fumishes
12-t/z¡ + 2-u28, ilZ-trzO - i1Z-rr2¡n¡.

A phenomenon rnay be defined as the orthonormal basis

obtained by retrodiction with certainty from the directly measured

eigenslale.Instead of defining phenomenon in terms of an
orthonormal basis, one muld use this basis to define an op€rator
(by stipulating the eigenvalues associated with eadr basis

vector), and therr define phenomerronin terms of this operator
(or the corresponding obsewable). But since the ctroice of
eigenvalues is not always natural (especially in undulatory
phenomena), we will not refer to an observable when
characterizing a phenomenon, but to an o¡thonormal basis.

Complementary phenomena[n) may be formally defined as

fltose associatedwith "mutuaþ unbiased" bases. Art example of
th¡ee mutually unbiased bases(2o) are the bases of
eigenstates associat
ã,,ãr,and ãr.l1a
for example, then a

bility of yielding the different possible outcomes. One may
restate this by saying that a state prepared as a projector
onto one of the vectors composing a basis "gives no informa-
tion" about what the outcome will be for a measu¡ement of
the observable whose eigenstates form a basis that is
mutually unbiased to the former one.

Two bases {V\y Vv, ..., VtN}, {Vzt, Vzz, ..., Vtz¡g} in a

Hilbe¡t space of finite dimension N are mutually unbiased f
and only if, for every paft yr¡, tyr¡,

l@r)vr)f = j. (14)

For a space of dimension N, the maximum number(2o) of
mutually unbiased bases is N + l.

Is.DOES COMPLEME}ITARITY ONLY IIWOLVB
PAIRS?

The Hilbert space associated with the eigenstates lr) and

f ro) has dimension N : 2, so one expects three mutually

P-b[å
Ir

T =-----, ú ---'.Jz2
A+ J' BlOtDl =t,

(tl )

P-b[å e-ftntoto, =0.

This is also anundulatoryphenomenon since the associated
retrodicted state with certainty is a superposition with equaì
weights of the eigenstates.¿4 and B.

The importance of ret¡odiction with certaintyis dependent
on the interpretation being adopted. We have seen, accord-
ing to (9), that one is justified in saying that a quantum
detected at Fhad a well-defined trajectory along path,4 (and
one detected af E came along path B). But, of course, one
may adopt a wave interpretation and still associate the
superposition of the states in (5) as the best description at
time f r; retrodiction with certainty would the¡efore be onìy
a formal expedient. For the complement arity interpret ation,
however, as well as for most ensemble interpretations,
retrodiction with certainty is more than a formal trick: it
carries ontological wei ght.

17. DEFINITIONS OF PHENOMENON AND
COMPLEMENTARITY

We have arrived at satisfactory definitions of corpuscular
and undulatory types of phenomena, but what does it mean
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unbiased bases, just as in the case of the spin- t/2 observabìes
mentioned above.

In the case study we have been examining, we have
already arrived at th¡ee mutually unbiased bases:

. T: I ar:d ö: 0: basis 1A, B\, corpuscular phenomenon;

. T:2-t/2 and û= O: basis { ip-ttzO + 2-tt2B,2-r/2A_
i(2 t/2)B\, "primary" wave phenomenon; and

. T : 2-r/z *r¿ ó: ttl2: basis {2-ri2,4 + 2 u2B, i{z-ttzn -
i 1z- 

tt2 
¡n¡, "secondary" wave phenomenon.

We have arrived at a conceptual problem! Are the two
different wave phenomena complementary to each other?
According to the formal definitionpresented above, yes. But,
of course, Bohr's idea of complementarity was different. For
him, a pair of phenomena, embodying the wave and particle
aspects, are not only mutually exclusive but they also exhaust
all aspects of the quantum phenomenon (they are mutually
complete): "the impossibility of combining phenomena
observed under different experimental arrangements into a
single classical picture implies that such apparently contra-
dictory phenomena must be regarded as complementary in
the sense that, taken together, they exhaust all well-defined
knowledge about the atomic objects."(2r)

As we have seen, however, the corpuscular and the
primary wave phenomena do not exhaust all the knowledge
about the quantum object. To determine the pure state of an
ensemble of quantum objects detined in a two-dimensional
Hilbert space, one would need to measure three mutually
unbiased observables, not just two. The idea that com-
plementarity should not only apply to pairs of phenomena,
but to N + I phenomena, was implicit in von Neumann's
remark, upon learning about Bohr's principle of complemen-
tarity, that "there are many things which do not cornmute
and you can easily find three operators which do not com-
müte."(22)

Thus, pairs of phenomena (as defined above) do not
exhausl all aspects of the quantum object. Complementarity,
as defined above, does not only involve pairs of formaìly
defined phenomena, but N * I of them.

There is, however, another way of defining an undulatory
phenomenon. Consider the example given in Section I I
(item (iv)), in which a wave phenomenon is operationally
characterized by varying a phase shift rf and obsewing a
cos2rl pattern in the counting rate of a detector. To justify
this procedure, it was suggested that this operation does not
vary the kind of phenomenon. So according to an exhaustive

version of complementarity, a wave phenomenon is any one
whose basis (obtained by retrodiction with certainty from
the dire ctly mea sured ei genst ate ) is mutu ally unbiased with
the basis of the corpuscular phenomenon. In this case, we
might say that complementarity involves the pair of aspects

"particle" and "wave."
Summarizing this distinction, we find that we have two

pos sible definitions of phenomena : ( I ) T}re formal definit i on of
p h en omena implicitly a d opt s the id e a of synme try of repre smt a -

tions in quantum mechanics. According to this idea, any
representation (in coordinate space, in momentum space,
etc.) is equivalent, and none of them has a special ontologi-
cal status (in spite of the fact that all di¡ect measurements
involve determinations of positions, not momenta). In this
case, complementarity does not only involve pairs. This
approach, however, has difficulty in giving an operationaì
mle fo¡ characterizing the different kinds of wave phenom-
ena. (II) Tlire exhaustive deJinition of phenomenø does not have
this difficulty, but it is implicitly nonsymmetric, assuming
that the coordinate representation has a special ontological
status over the others. In this case, we may say that
complementarityinvolves pairs of "aspects." The wave aspect
would thus include different undulatory phenomena (ob-
tained by varyrng /).

Intermediate phenomena pose a serious problem to the
exhaustive definition of complementarity. Suctr phenomena
a¡e characterized by a basis, obtained by retrodiction with
certainty, that is not mutually unbiased with respect to the
set of paths of the corpuscular phenomenon. For the
Mach-Zehnder setup we have been examining, intermediary
phenomena come in triplets: which one is to be taken as
privileged in order to ensure the exhaustiveness of pairs?

19.INTERMEDIATE PHENOMBNA IN THE
MACH-ZEH¡IDER INTERFEROMETER

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer with va¡iable phase
shift / and va¡iable transmission amplitude T for beam
spìitter S, (Fig. 15)is a suitable system for exploring inter-
mediate phenomena.{2') For values of f other Lltan o, l/2,
and l, the phenomenonis intermediarybetweenparticle and
wave, as indicated in Fig. ló, where purely corpuscular and
undulatory are also indicated.

Given any phenomenorL one may find phenomena
complementary to it by writing out the bases obtained by
retrodiction with certainty from the directly measured
eigenstates, and checking if they form a mutually unbiased
set of bases. For instance, restricting ourselves to þ: O,

what would be the phenomenon complementary to that with
To2 : O.2? A rough guess might indicate that it is one with
Tr2 : O.8, but that is incorrect. Using ( l4), one finds that the
phenomenon complementary to that with To2 : O.2 is one
with Tr2 : 0.9. The thi¡d phenomenon complementary to
these two, according to the formal definition of
complementarity, is the seconda¡y wave phenomenon that
we have already considered, with ?' : 2-rt2 arrd Q - r/2.
Fig. 17 presents a plot of complementary pairs for every
value of To2, where ?, T, refer to the t¡ansmission ampli-
tudes of pairs of complementary phenomena.

Retuming to Fig. ló, we have indicated the "primary" and
the "secondary" undulatoryphenomena, within the spirit of
the formal definition of phenomena. It is easy to plot the
wave aspect (within the exhaustive definition) by induding
all values oL þfor f : lt2. One might now ask whethe¡ the
phenomenon-type pre s ervin g modifìcation (iv ) of Se ction I I
is still valid for intermediate phenomena. Irr this example it is.
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a

yz
1lz

Figure tó. The space of phenomena spanned by Qand f .

Corpuscular, pdmary, and seconda¡y wave phenomena are
indicated, as well as the set comprising the purely wave
aspect.

To see this, consider that what characterizes an intermediate
aspect is the value of the scalar product appearing in (t4),
where one basi s corre spond s to the corpus cular phenomenon
and the other is obtained by retrodiction with certainty from
the directly measured eigenstates :

lþ nlrJ ¡t, 1t,t t\ lr n)12 = 12

Since the value obtained is always independent of /, one
may apply rule (iv) of Section I I for inte¡mediary phenom-
ena also.

20. coNcLUsIoNs
This article has explored the principle of complementarity

first proposed by Bohr, showing in what sense it is a useful
synthesis of interesting aspects of the quantum-mechanical
l'ormaÌism. If an inte¡ference pattern of maximum visibility
is observed by varying the phase shift of some component,
the phenomenon is undulatory. If a trajectory can be inferred
by retrodiction, it is corpuscular. The usual statement of the
principle prohibits the coexistence of wave and partide
phenomena, which amounts to a prohibition of observing
interfe¡ence and retrodicting trajectories. This principle has
explanatory power, helping us to qualitatively predict what
will happen in different interferometric experiments.

Two attempts to explain the principle of complementarity
have been presented: either invoking a distu¡bance of the
apparatus on the quantum object, or formally, by means of
the orthogonality of the apparatus states. The problem of
relating the two has been left open.

The nature of the components of the apparatus is irrele-
vant in judging the "type" of phenomenon. This type
depends on what the initial quantum state is, how the

T,,

1lz

llz
To'

Figure 17. Set of complementary pairs of intermediate
phenomena for Q: g.

macroscopic apparatus modilìes the state, and which
detector is triggered. For the same setup, the detection of
different quanta may correspond to diffe¡ent tlpes of
phenomena. It also is possible to alte¡ the tlpe of phenome-
non without in any way affecting the state of the quantum
system, as we show elsewhere.(ìó)

Retrodiction with certainty from the directly measured
eigenstates plays an essential role in the definition of a

phenomenon. According to the formal definition, comple-
mentary phenomena are those with mutually unbiased
bases, after performing retrodiction with certainty. In this
case, the symmetryof representations in quantummechan-
ics is maintained, and complementarity should refer to sets

of N + I phenomena, not orrly two. The extension of the
principle of complementarity to intermediate phenomena is
unproblematic if one adopts this fo¡mal definition.

The exhaustive definition of complementarity is doser to
Boh¡'s original ideas, allowing one to sustain the descriptive
completeness of pairs of phenomena. This is done by privi-
leging corpuscular phenomena, and grouping all other
phenomena (which are mutually unbiased in relation to
well-defined paths) as the "wave aspect." Intermediate
phenomena pose a serious problem 1o this defìnition.

In o¡der to apply the principle of complementarity to every
experiment in quantum physics, one may define modifica-
tions that preserve the type of phenomenon. In other words,
if a t¡re-preserving modifìcation leads to the possibility of
retrodiction with certainty to trajectories, then the original
phenomenon is also corpuscuìar. Four sudr modifications
were proposed, the latter of which, va¡iation of phase shift,
preserves the wave or particle "aspects," although it does
alter the type of phenomenon as formally defined.

PARTICLE
ASPECT

WAVE
ASPECT

PARTICLE
ASPECT

2n

1Í.

0

1
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n
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UNDUL
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let us now give a final version of the principle of
complementarity that includes intermediary phenomena and
favors the formal definition of the principle.

Cn. A specific "phenomenon" may show clea¡ (visibility I )

interference patterns (or show them through a
phenomenon-type preserving modification )-being wave-
like----or may exhibit by retrodiction unambiguous trajecto-
ries (or exhibit them after a phenomenon-type preserving
modifìcation)-being particle-like. A phenomenon, defined
by the setup of the apparatus and by a particular detection of
a quantum, cannot be both wave-like and particle-like,
although it may be inte¡mediary, exhibiting an interference
pattern withvisibility between 0 and l. In general, comple-
menta-ry phenomena may be formally defìned as those
associated with mutualìy unbiased bases obtained by
retrodiction with certainty. Intermediary phenomena are
cha¡acterized by having retrodicted bases that are not
mutually unbiased with respect to those of corpuscular
phenomena. This formal definition contradicts the thesis
that complementary pairs of phenomena "exhaust" all
information concernin g a qu antum-mechanical obj ect.

APPENDD(: BOHR'S THREE TYPES OF COMPLEMEN.
TARITY

Here we present a philosophical study of the th¡ee types of
complementarity in quantum physics that appear in the
writings of the Copenhagen group. In the paper, we have
emphasized the complementarity of experimental arrange-
ments, which asserts that an experimental setup that
constitutes a wave phenomenon cannot at the same time
be a corpuscular one. Such setups are "mutually exdusive,"
although both descriptions are supposed to be "exhaustive."

This mutual exclusion is analogous to the empirical claim
that it is impossible to measure simultaneously (with as

good a resolution as one could want ) the position and the
momentum of a particle. Some authors(24) have proposed
experimental setups that could allegedly measure position
and momentum with a resolution that would violate the
uncertainty principle, but these proposals either donit work
or depend on the acceptance ofretrodiction (as discussed in
Section 4 in relation to Fig. 3b).

So there is an anaìogy between the wave-particle pair and
the position-momentum pair. The wave-particle aspects as

well as the position-momentum observables involve a pair
that cannot be simultaneously observed in a sharp way.
There is, however, a big difference between these pairs: wave
and particle are mulually exclusive in dassical physics (you
can't have both at the same time because each is the logical
negation of the other: a wave is spread out while a partide is
ìocalized; a wave may be continually divided, while a particle
is indivisible, within a certain energy domain); onthe other
hand, position and momentum are always Tbintly well detined

in the classical mechanics of particles.
This difference indicates that there are different types of

complementarity, which may be grouped into three, in
agreement with an analysis by von Weizsäcker.(25)

Figure 18. Diagram representing the three types of comple-
mentarity.

(i) Complementarity between space-time coordination and the

claim of causality (CSC). ln 1927, Bohr introduced the
principle of complementarity by means of a beautiful
(although sometimes ambiguous ) argument, whichhe
would however later abandon. It involved the mutual
exdusion, in quantum physics, between the "space-
time coordination" that arises ftom measurement
(involving the quantum postulate), with the implica-
tion that the object system is oper¡ and the "daim of
causality" associated with the deterministic evolution
of quantum states that may be ascribed to dosed

, quantum systems (described by the Sduödinger
e qu ation ). Boh¡ abbreviated thes e terms respectively as

"observation" and "definition." This form of comple-
mentarity involves aspects t};.lat ate consisf¿nf in dassical
physics. In Fig. 18, this type is represented by the
outermost division (arectangular yin-yang symbol) of
the figure. After 1928, howeve¡, Boh¡ abandoned this
tlpe of complementarit¡ because it ran against the
positivistic climate of those times:(2ó) how could one
meaningfully distinguish an observed atom from an
unobserved atom? Nowadays this type of complemen-
tarity should be seriously reconsidered by ¡ealist
philosophers of physics.

(ä) Complemenlaity between wave and particle (CÍilP). Within

cLAlM oF
CAUSALITY
(Definition)

@

WAVE-
function

SPACE-TIME
COORDINATION

(Observation)

CORPUSCULAR
Phenomenon

Phenomenon
WAVE

quanta
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the realm of observation (as opposed to definition)
spelled out by the CSC, one has either a corpuscular or
a wave phenomenon (see the intermediary yin-yang
symboì drawn with a dashed line in Fig. l8). Bohr
developed this conceptionbetween 1929 and 1935, and
it invol.ves aspects that are mutually exclas¡'vein dassical
physics (contrary to the other two types). It is this
complementarity of experimental setups that is being
explored in this paper.

(ttt) Complemenlarily between incompatible obsentables (CIO).
This type was especially emphasized by Padi,(27)being
slmon]¡rnous with the unce¡tainty principle. The
complement arity betwe en po sition and momentum or
between time and energy (see small yrn-yang symbol
with the ìabels Í, I al;ld i , E in Fig. l8 ) involves aspects
that are consistent inthe dassical mechanics oI particles.

What would be analo gous complement ary p air s within
dassical v¡6ys r¡tsc}ranics? Heisenbetg(28) suggested a

complementarity between electric and magnetic fields
È ,li . one could speculate that the well-knorrynuncer-
tainty relation in quantum field theory between parti-
cle number N and phase /could also be understood as

a CIO between two aspects that are consistent in
dassical wav"tnschanics:wave intensity (the square of
the amplitude) and phase.

Inhis first paper, Bohr(2e) al.so referred to the complemen-
taritybetween the principle of superposition (wave propagat-
ing in space and time) and conservation laws (a photon
conserves momentum and energy), which seems to involve

a mixture of the different t14)es of complementarity. When
speaking of the principle of superposition (PS in Fig. ì8), in
the mentioned passage, Bohr seems to be thinking of the
"daim of causality" of the CSC (and not of the wave phe-
nomenon of the CWP); referring to conservationlaws (CLin
Fig. t8), this seems to apply to the momentum (or energy)
observables within the CIO (which unfolds the corpuscular
picture of the CWP).

As an il.Iustration of the second and third tlpes of
complementarity, consider the Compton effect, which in
1923 was explained in terms of the conservation laws of
dassical mechanics of partides. It is a corpuscular pherorn-
enon according to the CWP, since after the measurement of
the scattered pair of partides (electron and y+ay photon¡,
one may infer (by retrodiction) the trajectory taken by each
one. But does that meân that the exact position of the
collision could be knom. in advance? No, that would
introduce arr uncertainty in the momenta that would
invalidate the laws of conservation. Thus, withregard to the
CIO, the Compton effect was dassed by Bohr as involving
well-defined momenta, not positions, in spite of being a

corpus cular phenomenon. ( 30 )
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Résumé
Cet arlicle étudie divers aspects du principe de complémentarité de la physique quantique et on

suggère certaines propositions pour le raffiner et I'étendre. þrès une introduction à la dualité
onde-corpuscule et aux concepts de Bohr sur la complémentaité, nous analysons I'expfrence de la
double fente pour une paire de corpuscules corrélées et examínons les propositions sur I'explication
ultíme de Ia complémentarité. Des propositions pour rafftner Ie principe sont exposées lorsque nous
explorons des variations de I'interféromètre de Mach-Zehnder. On présmte quatre classes de

"modiftcations présewant le type du phenomène", ce quí justifie d'appeler le phmomène
"corpusculaire" même quand les trajectoíres ne peuvent pas être inféréæ. Nous soulignons que le
terme "phénomène" , qui se réfère à l'état de I'objet et à la disposition de l'appareil, doit aussi référer

au quantum pafüculier qui est détecté, alors que la nature spécilique de I'appareil n'esl pas

importante pour juger un phenomène. La dernière partie de I'article présmte une définitionformelle
du "phénomène" comme une base orthonormée obtenue par "rétrodiction avec certitude" ainsi que

de "phénomènes complémentaires" comme ceux associés aux "bases mutuellemenl non biaisées.

Ensuite nous posons Ia question de savoir si Ia complémentarité comprend seulemmt des paires, el

examinons deux solutions alternatives. La définition formelle ffirme qu'il y a N + I phénomènes

mutuellemmt complémmtaires (pour un espace N-dimensionnel) , tandìs que la déftnition complète

associe Ie même " aspect ondulatoire" à tous les phénomènes qui sont mutuelîement non biaisés par
rapport à l'hypothèse corpusculaire. Les phénomènes intermédiaires sont analysés brièvement dans
le cas d'un diviseur de faisceau avec transmissibilité variable el trouvés problématiques pour Ia
définition complète de la complémmtaité. Nous concluons ainsi, en présentant une déJinition de

complémentarité qui soutient une approche formelle.
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